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This volume documents the transformation of age-old antisemitic stereotypes into a new form of discrimination, often called "New
Antisemitism" or "Antisemitism 2.0." Manifestations of antisemitism in political, legal, media and other contexts are reflected on theoretically
and contemporary developments are analyzed with a special focus on online hatred. The volume points to the need for a globally coordinated
approach on the political and legal levels, as well as with regard to the modern media, to effectively combat modern antisemitism.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This
work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original
copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other
notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States,
you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction
of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that
this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the
preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
In the first part of this volume on the literary technique of imitation, the author analyses Virgil's working over the text of Homer which
paradoxically represents a true act of artistic originality. In the second chapter, the author reconstructs the presuppositions of a method and
explores at the same time its limitations.
In a dialogue with all of the theological disciplines and also with closely related human and philosophical sciences, this standard work sets out
criteria for a contemporary approach to preaching. The assumptions, arguments, models, perspectives and methods for analyzing the
homiletic process are presented in an understandable form. Figures and practical guidelines offer helpful illustrations. This comprehensive
and engaging format makes this volume a supportive textbook, a reliable reference work and a stimulating aid for preaching – all in one.
Everyone agrees that Balzac is a realistic writer, but what do we actually mean when we say that? This book examines the richness and
variety of Balzac's approaches to realism, employing several different interpretive methods. Taking love and money as the "Prime Movers" of
the world of La Comédie humaine, twenty-one chapters provide detailed analyses of the many strategies by which the writing forges the
powerful impression of reality, the construction we famously think of as Balzacian realism. Each chapter sets the methods and aims of its
analysis, with particular attention to the language that conveys the sense of reality. Plots, devices, or interpretive systems (including
genealogies) function as images or reflections of how the novels make their meanings. The analyses converge on the central point: how did
Balzac invent realism? No less than this fundamental question lies behind the interpretations this book provides, a question to which the
conclusion provides a full answer. A major book in English devoted entirely to Balzac was overdue. Here is the American voice of Balzac
studies, an engaging, insightful, and revealing excursion among the masterworks of one of the most important authors of all time.
A fantastic journal and ethnography of Norwegian Gypsy life all rolled into one.

Productive Digression is a translation of the ancient term poetics: as a practice of theory. The products produced in the
mode of poiesis are ‘digressive’ in that they operate off track; they resist the main stream of every day prose. They do
so for various reasons and in various respects. Mostly, they are explained historically, relative to historical contexts and,
that is, contrary to what they are meant to resist. Instead, this book investigates the modes of resistance, their
epistemology of production, in short, the logic of digression. The method addresses the singular exemplarity of art and
literature; it elucidates the impact of poiesis as an epistemological challenge and redefines the analysis of literature and
art as branches of an Historical Epistemology. Proceeding from the state of affairs in 20th century criticism and aesthetics
(Benjamin, Adorno, Blumenberg, Merleau-Ponty), the epistemology of representation (Whitehead, Canguilhem,
Bachelard, Rheinberger) is revised in, and with respect to critical consequences (Derrida, Marin, de Man, Agamben).
From literary criticism and critical legal studies to the scenario of the life sciences, the essays collected here redirect the
logic of research towards the epistemological grounds of an aesthetics underneath the hermeneutics of every day life.
For many centuries Jews and Germans were economically and culturally of significant importance in East-Central and
Eastern Europe. Since both groups had a very similar background of origin (Central Europe) and spoke languages which
are related to each other (German/Yiddish), the question arises to what extent Jews and Germans in Eastern Europe
share common historical developments and experiences. This volume aims to explore not only entanglements and
interdependences of Jews and Germans in Eastern Europe from the late middle ages to the 20th century, but also
comparative aspects of these two communities. Moreover, the perception of Jews as Germans in this region is also
discussed in detail.
Conceptualism and Materiality. Matters of Art and Politics underscores the significance of materials and materiality within
Conceptual art and conceptualism more broadly. It challenges the notion of conceptualism as an idea-centered, antimaterialist enterprise, and highlights the political implications thereof.
In The Theatre of the Street: Public Violence in Antwerp During the First Half of the Twentieth Century Antoon Vrints
offers a historical analysis of the meanings and functions of street violence in a modern European city.
This full-length study investigates how sermons and vernacular religious drama worked as media for public learning, how
they combined this didactic aim with literary exigencies, and how plays acquired and reflected authority. The interrelation
between sermons and vernacular drama, formerly assumed to be a close one, is addressed from historical connections,
performative aspects, and the portrayal of penance. The work demonstrates the subtly different purposes and contents
and outlines the unique ways in which they operate within late medieval England.
Tocqueville's Voyages is a collection of new essays by some of today's best-known Tocqueville scholars. The book's title
adduces two senses of Tocqueville's famous voyage to America. The essays in Part One explore the development of
Tocqueville's thought, his intellectual voyage, during his trip to America and while he was writing Democracy in America.
The second part of the book focuses on the dissemination of Tocqueville's ideas beyond to Franco-American context of
his time, to places such as Argentina, Japan, and Eastern Europe. Whether read entirely on its own or with reference to
the Liberty Fund edition of Tocqueville's Democracy in America, this book gives readers unprecedented access to the
development of Tocqueville's thought as seen through the eyes of some of today's preeminent Tocqueville scholars. The
essays shed fresh light on the ideas in Democracy in America, and they also invite readers to reassess previous
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interpretations of Tocqueville's great work and to consider its continued relevance to the world today. -- from back cover.
Bringing together original contributions from scholars across the world, this volume traces the history of travel writing from antiquity to the
Internet age. It examines travel texts of several national or linguistic traditions, introducing readers to the global contexts of the genre. From
wilderness to the urban, from Nigeria to the polar regions, from mountains to rivers and the desert, this book explores some of the key places
and physical features represented in travel writing. Chapters also consider the employment in travel writing of the diary, the letter, visual
images, maps and poetry, as well as the relationship of travel writing to fiction, science, translation and tourism. Gender-based and ecocritical
approaches are among those surveyed. Together, the thirty-seven chapters here underline the richness and complexity of this genre.
What was Judaean religion in the Persian period like? Is it necessary to use the Bible to give an answer to the question? Among other things
the study argues that • the religion practiced in the 5th c. BCE Elephantine community and which is reflected in the so-called Elephantine
documents represent a well-attested manifestation of lived Persian period Yahwism, • as religio-historical sources, the Elephantine
documents reveal more about the actual religious practice of the Elephantine Judaeans than what the highly edited and canonised texts of
the Bible reveal about the religious practice of the contemporary Yahwistic coreligionists in Judah, and • the image of the Elephantine
Judaism emerging from the Elephantine documents can revise the canonised image of Judaean religion in the Persian period (cf. A.
Assmann). The Elephantine Yahwism should not be interpreted within a framework dependent upon theological, conceptual and spatial
concepts alien to it, such as biblical ones. The study proposes an alternative framework by approaching the Elephantine documents on the
basis of N. Smart’s multidimensional model of religion. Elephantine should not be exotified but brought to the very centre of any discussion of
the history of Judaism.
Describes the early life of Charles Lindberg, leading up to his history-making transatlantic flight in 1927.
Why did the novel become so popular in the past three centuries, and how did the American novel contribute to this trend? As a key provider
of the narrative frames and formulas needed by modern individuals to give meaning and mooring to their lives. Drawing on phenomenological
hermeneutics, human geography and social psychology, Laura Bieger contends that belonging is not a given; it is continuously produced by
narrative. Against the current emphasis on metaphors of movement and destabilization, she explores the salience and significance of home.
Challenging views of narrative as a mechanism of ideology, she approaches narrative as a practical component of dwelling in the world - and
the novel a primary place-making agent.
Represents an exploration of the relationship between imagination and reality as seen through the eyes of the dying Serge Valene, an
inhabitant of a large Parisian apartment block.
It is a close study of four novels by Boris Vian. It aims to show how L'Ecume des jours, L'Automne a Pekin, L'Herbe rouge and L'Arrachecoeur form a unified and coherent tetralogy. By establishing close links between these four texts, it becomes possible to achieve a more
comprehensive understanding, not only of the significance of the tetralogy in exposing a complex and multi-layered novelistic strategy at the
heart of the vianesque, but of the individual novels as autonomous creations. An examination of the novels reveals that they are not merely
joined to one another via a superficial network of textual similarities (that which I refer to as intratextuality), but that this intertwining is
emblematic of a common method of narrative construction. Each Vian novel is dependent, for a thorough understanding of the text to be
possible, upon the multiple lines of external influence running through it. The sources of this influence (which I refer to as intertextuality) are
located in various major texts of twentieth century literature, anglophone as well as francophone. Thus, in each instance the narrative is
driven by a complicated interaction of intratextuality and intertextuality."

This book explores literary culture in England between 1630 and 1700, focusing on connections between material, epistemic, and
political conditions of literary writing and reading. In a number of case studies and close readings, it presents the seventeenth
century as a period of change that saw a fundamental shift towards a new cultural configuration: neoclassicism. This shift affected
a wide array of social practices and institutions, from poetry to politics and from epistemology to civility.
Simone Weil (1909-1943) was a defining figure of the twentieth century; a philosopher, Christian, resistance fighter, anarchist,
feminist, Labour activist and teacher. She was described by T. S. Eliot as 'a woman of genius, of a kind of genius akin to that of the
saints', and by Albert Camus as 'the only great spirit of our time'. Originally published posthumously in two volumes, these newly
reissued notebooks, are among the very few unedited personal writings of Weil's that still survive today. Containing her thoughts
on art, love, science, God and the meaning of life, they give context and meaning to Weil's famous works, revealing an unique
philosophy in development and offering a rare private glimpse of her singular personality.
Ranging from the early modern to the postcolonial, and dealing mainly with encounters in Europe, the Americas and the Middle
East, Perspectives on Travel Writing is a collection of new essays by international scholars that examines some of the various
contexts of travel writing, as well as its generic characteristics. Contributions examine the similarities between autobiography and
memoir, fiction, and travel writing, and attempt to define travel writing as a genre. Utilising a variety of approaches, the essays
display a shared concern with what travel writing does and how it does it. The effects of encounter and border-crossing on gender,
'race', and national identity are considered throughout. The collection begins with a review of some of the problems and issues
facing the scholar of travel writing and moves on to a detailed discussion of the qualities of travel writing and its related forms. It
then presents in chronological order a number of case studies, before closing with a critical discussion of approaches to the
subject. An essay collection with broad historical and geographical coverage, this volume should appeal to students and
researchers of travel and travel-related literatures from across the Humanities.
In Critical Monks Wallnig offers a new, contextualized interpretation of German Benedictine scholarship around 1700.
Focusing on the situation of both Muslim and non-Muslim religious minorities in the Middle East, this volume offers an analysis of
various strategies of resilience and accommodation from a historical as well a contemporary perspective.
In Coping with Life during the Thirty Years’ War (1618–1648), Sigrun Haude explores how people tried to survive the Thirty
Years’ War, on what resources they drew, and how they attempted to make sense of it.
Impossible Histories is the first critical survey of the extraordinary experiments in the arts that took place in the former Yugoslavia from the
country's founding in 1918 to its breakup in 1991. The combination of Austro-Hungarian, French, German, Italian, and Turkish influences
gave Yugoslavia's avant-gardes a distinct character unlike those of other Eastern and Central European avant-gardes. Censorship and
suppression kept much of the work far from the eyes and ears of the Yugoslav people, while language barriers and the inaccessibility of
archives caused it to remain largely unknown to Western scholars. Even at this late stage in the scholarly investigation of the avant-garde,
few Westerners have heard of the movements Belgrade surrealism, signalism, Yugo-Dada, and zenitism; the groups Alfa, Exat 51, Gorgona,
OHO, and Scipion Nasice Sisters Theater; or the magazines Danas, Red Pilot, Tank, Vecnost, and Zvrk. The pieces in this collection offer
comparative and interpretive accounts of the avant-gardes in the former Yugoslavian countries of Croatia, Serbia, and Slovenia. The book is
divided into four sections: Art and Politics; Literature; Visual Art and Architecture; and Art in Motion (covering theater, dance, music, film, and
video). All of the contributors live in the region and many of them participated in the movements discussed. The book also reprints a selection
of the most important manifestos generated by all phases of Yugoslav avant-garde activity.
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Life, a User's ManualDavid R. Godine Publisher
This volume represents the first attempt to systematically compare organised crime concepts, as well as historical and contemporary patterns
and control policies in thirteen European countries. These include seven ‘old’ EU Member States, two ‘new’ members, a candidate country,
and three non-EU countries. Based on a standardised research protocol, thirty-three experts from different legal and social disciplines provide
insight through detailed country reports. On this basis, the editors compare organised crime patterns and policies in Europe and assess EU
initiatives against organised crime.
Mighty Lewd Books describes the emergence of a new home-grown English pornography. Through the examination of over 500 pieces of
British erotica, this book looks at sex as seen in erotic culture, religion and medicine throughout the long eighteenth-century, and provides a
radical new approach to the study of sexuality.
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